
ESSAY ABOUT THEMES IN OF MICE AND MEN

Free Essay: John Steinbeck, an American novelist, is well-known for his familiar In Of Mice and Men, Steinbeck shows
the prominent themes of loneliness, the.

At the time this novel was written America was in the period of the Great Depression. Unfortunately, in his
rank of society, he is not valued because of his mental disability. Adjacent to the Salinas River, much of the
town's commerce is centred upon shipping and agriculture and specifically vegetable farming. To add, the men
never invite Crooks to play cards with them or go out with them to town either. When, in the end, he is
effectively euthanized by George, we see that even his friend and companion has accepted that Lennie, like
Candy's dog, is better off dead. These themes include the need for companionship, working for the American
dream, which is unattainable, fearing that which we don't understand, the need for companionship, the need
for a goal or direction and the struggle for identity and worth. Finally, at the end of the novel, George lost his
only source of consistent care and company when he had to shoot his own companion and only true friend.
The one man who could serve as a nonjudgmental companion cannot coexist safely with others. This dream,
of course, does not come to fruition, and indeed Steinbeck seems to have designed his bleak world to preclude
the possibility of escape from the cycles of loneliness and hollow companionship whether found in drink, in
prostitutes, in gambling that come with financial hardship and dislocation. Lennie replies, "I didn't mean no
harm, George. Indeed, his only thought after doing something "bad" - whether killing a puppy or killing
Curley's wife, all "bad things" seem roughly equivalent in Lennie's mind - is that George will not allow him to
tend the rabbits. Steinbeck invites the reader to have a complex emotional response to this bitter truth. Because
of this setback his intelligence is lower than others; thus causing him to seem dumb to others. Candy's old dog,
for instance, is judged offensive by the more fit members of the bunk house society - Slim and Carlson - and
so the dog is killed. Thus he has developed a shorthand for referring to the plan George and he share to start a
farm of their own - "I remember about the rabbits" 5. As a result, they never stayed in any one place for long,
so George never got the chance to develop relationships with anyone, which was one contributing factor to his
loneliness. Their friendship is tested many times as Lennie is constantly finding himself in trouble. Steinbeck
writes that the rabbits happily "sit on the sand," and are then disturbed by the arrival of George and Lennie -
they "hurr[y] noiselessly for cover" 2. Her loneliness took a drastic toll on her behavior towards others. One
could nevertheless find similar themes between the two books On the most obvious level, we see this isolation
when the ranch hands go into town on Saturday night to ease their loneliness with alcohol and women. This
state of alienation, according to Marx, can fuel a discontent among the workers that leads to revolution.
George promises Aunt Clara that he will watch over Lennie because of his mental disability. Her fingernails
were red. Loneliness is present throughout this novel. Their loneliness has emotionally isolated them so
drastically to the point where they are no longer sensitive to the emotions of others, and even sometimes,
themselves. One of the first characters in the novel who was struck by the effects of loneliness was George
Milton. This lack of empathy created a barrier between George and Carlson, along with other men like
Carlson, for they cannot emotionally connect or forge a friendship due to the lack of understanding. Lennie is
a little retarded and has great physical strength that isn't too controllable.


